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ABSTRACT

A coolant channel module (CCM) will be presented which aim is to simulate, in a very
general way, the thermal-hydraulic behaviour of single- and two-phase fluids flowing along a
heated (or cooled) vertical, inclined or horizontal coolant channel. It is based on a theoretical
drift-flux supported 3-equation mixture-fluid model describing the steady state and transient
behaviour of characteristic thermal-hydraulic parameters of a single- and two-phase flow
within such a channel. The module can be applied as an element within an overall theoretical
model for large and complex plant assemblies (PWR and BWR core channels, parallel
channels in 3D cores, primary and secondary sides of different steam generators types etc.).

The model refers to a general (basic) coolant channel (BC) which can consists of
different flow regimes. The BC has thus to be subdivided accordingly into a number of
subchannels (SC-s). All of them can belong, however, to only two types of SC-s (single-phase
fluid with subcooled water or superheated steam or a two-phase flow regime). For both of
them the possibility of variable entrance or outlet positions has to be considered. For
discretization purposes the BC (and thus also the SC-s) have to be subdivided into a number
of (BC and SC) nodes, discretizing thus the conservation equations for mass, energy and
momentum along these nodes by applying a very general spatial procedure, namely a
‘modified finite volume method'. A special quadratic polygon approximation method (PAX
procedure) helps then to establish a connection between nodal boundary and mean nodal
parameters. Considering their constitutive equations (among them an adequate drift-flux
correlation package) yields finally a set of non-linear algebraic and non-linear ordinary
differential equations for the characteristic parameters of each of these SC nodes (mass flow,
pressure drop, coolant temperature and/or void fraction).

Based on this theory a code package (CCM) could be established, needing only input
data for the basic channel. Its subdivision into SC-s is then done automatically in the module.
To show the general applicability of this package and to verify it, this module has, in a further
step, been used to replace the coolant channel elements of the digital steam generator code
UTSG-2. Adequate calculations with the advanced version (UTSG-3) have then been used to
verify the presented CCM module, showing that these calculations yield almost identical
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results compared to the calculations with the previous approved version. This will be
demonstrated on a special example.

1 INTRODUCTION

The existence of an adequate and very general applicable thermal-hydraulic coolant
channel module could be an important basic element for the construction of comprehensive
thermal-hydraulic models. Its theoretical background will be presented. Considering the
possibility of subcooled, saturated and superheated flow conditions, upwards and downwards
flow, this module should yield automatically constitutive parameters, time-derivatives and the
movement of boundary levels needed for such an overall system. It can then, for example, be
applied for the simulation of the steady state and transient behaviour of 3D PWR-, BWR- or
other nuclear reactor cores or for different types of steam generators with special primary and
secondary loops (vertical natural-circulation  U-tube, vertical once-through or horizontal
WWER-440 assemblies).

The here presented thermal-hydraulic model, derived for the simulation of the steady
state and transient behaviour of characteristic parameters of a single- and/or two-phase fluid
flowing along a general coolant channel, is based on the classical 3-equation mixture fluid
theory (i.e. on conservation equations for mass, energy and momentum for single and/or two-
phase water/steam flow) and on adequate constitutive equations (tables for thermodynamic
and transport properties of water and steam, correlation package for heat transfer coefficients,
one- and two-phase friction coefficients etc.). Among these constitutive eqs. the right choice
of an adequate drift-flux packages plays an important role in the characteristic of the model,
yielding not only the necessary 4-th eq. within the overall system of differential and
constitutive eqs. but being also responsible for the possibility to simulate stagnant or
countercurrent flow conditions too within such a coolant channel.

From the experiences of many years work with the establishment of an effective
theoretical model for vertical, natural-circulation U-tube steam generators for PWR nuclear
power plants [1,2]  and its realisation in the digital code UTSG-2 being a part of the modular
GRS system code ATHLET [3] the here presented theoretical ‘drift-flux based 3-equation
mixture-fluid model’ could be established giving the basis for a generally applicable coolant
channel module CCM. Different to other models a coolant channel (called basic channel, BC)
which can also have variable cross flow areas will be assumed to be subdivided, according to
the flow types, into a number of subchannels (SC-s). All of them can belong, however, to only
two SC types. The first one represents a SC with an only single-phase fluid (either subcooled
water or superheated steam), the other one contains a mixture of saturated water and steam.
The theoretical considerations can thus be restricted to only these two classes of SC types.
After a further nodalization of the BC (and thus also SC-s which, however, can now have also
variable entrance or outlet positions) and by taking into account corresponding initial and
boundary conditions (as represented by the above mentioned constitutive equations), for each
SC type a set of non-linear ordinary differential equations (ODE-s) of 1-st order can be
derived if subjecting the conservation equations to a spatial discretization procedure with
respect to the corresponding SC nodes ('modified finite volume method'). Since the resulting
ODE-s will contain nodal mean and nodal boundary function values a special quadratic
polygon approximation procedure (PAX) had to be constructed in order to bind these
functions together. The procedure PAX is, besides the drift flux correlation package, a central
part of the theoretical model. By the formulation of this approximation procedure special
attention had to be given to the fact that SC boundaries can cross BC node boundaries and
that a SC can shrink to an only single node. Besides the direct solution of the basic '3-equation
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mixture-fluid model' an approach is presented, avoiding the very time-consuming solution of
a 'stiff' equation system by taking advantage of the fact that in most application cases a
separate treatment of mass and energy balance eqs. from momentum balance eq. is possible.

The resulting set of eqs. can be combined with other sets of ODE-s and algebraic eqs.
coming from additional parts of an overall model, e.g., from other basic channels which
represent different thermal-hydraulic objects within an entire closed loop or a system of
parallel channels, from heat transfer or nuclear kinetics considerations etc. The final overall
set of ODE-s can then be solved by applying an appropriate integration routine (See, for
example, the implicite-explicite procedure FEBE  [4]).

To show the general applicability of the code package CCM this module has been used
to replace the coolant channel elements within the digital code UTSG-2 [1,2], yielding thus
(among other improvements and additions) an advanced U-tube steam generator code (version
UTSG-3). To verify CCM, calculations with UTSG-3 have been performed, showing,
compared to calculations with the previous approved version, very satisfactory results.

Despite of the much higher effort to derive the theoretical model on the basis of a 3-eq.
system supported by a drift-flux correlation (special treatment of single- and two-phase
boundaries crossing node boundaries, creating and disappearing of SC-s, transition from
steady state to transient conditions, exact connection between nodal mean and nodal boundary
values, detailed simulation of the drift flux behaviour with co- and countercurrent flow etc.)
this type of model has been preferred to the at present very much favoured separate-phase
models (4-, 5- or even 6-eq. systems). The presented model is based on the direct
conservation laws for mass, energy and momentum and on a (pseudostationary) drift flux
theory with more than 50 years of experience on this field. It does not need artificial and
sometimes also not very much justified exchange terms between the phases. The
corresponding codes promise very attractive CPU times, thus allowing a much more detailed
simulation of the entire system. The argument of thermodynamic non-equilibrium is very
often only a spatial effect (e.g., subcooled boiling in a fuel element due to the radial effect) or
only of significance if applied for cases with separate flow of phases with different
temperatures, hence, as named above, for many application cases of minor interest.

2 THEORETICAL MODEL

A very detailed description of the theoretical model being the basis to the coolant
channel module CCM will be given in [4]. Here only a short overview over its main
characteristics can be presented.

2.1 Conservation equations (Single- and two-phase flow):
The characteristic time- and local-dependent single- and two-phase flow parameters

along a coolant channel (with an eventually varying cross flow area A, a heated perimeter U
and a linear power density term q) can be determined by starting from the classical set of
partial differential equations (PDE-s), i.e. the conservation eqs. for mass and energy

∂
∂t

{A[(1-α)ρW+αρS]} +
∂
∂z

G =0                                                                               (1)

∂
∂t

{A[(1-α)ρWhW+αρShS-P]}+
∂
∂z

[GWhW+GShS] = A q                                            (2)
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and the momentum balance eq. containing pressure gradient terms for the static head, mass
acceleration, single- and two-phase friction and external perturbations (pumps, pressure
adjustment due to mass exchange between parallel channels etc.) (For more details see [2,4]).

The balance eqs. describe the steady state and dynamic behaviour of three or (at two-
phase flow conditions) four characteristic (single- or two-phase) fluid variables. These are the
total mass flow G, the fluid temperature T (or fluid enthalpy h) at single-phase or void
fraction α at two-phase conditions and the local pressure P. At two-phase conditions for a
fourth variable, namely the steam mass flow GS, an own relation is asked. This can be, for
example, a drift-flux correlation which yields (together with an adequate correlation for the
phase distribution parameter C0) the drift velocity vD and thus also GS, hence closing the set of
eqs. Other characteristic local two-phase flow parameters such as water mass flow GW, water
and steam velocity vW and vS and steam quality X  are interconnected by the definition eqs.:

GS= G - GW = XG= A α ρ// vS = G - A (1- α) ρ/ vW = CGS (G+AvDρ//C0 )                (3)

vD = (1-α C0) vS -(1-α) C0vW  =  (GS/ CGS –G) C0 /(Aρ/)                                          (4)

CGS = α C0 (ρ///ρ/) / [1- (1- ρ// /ρ/ ) α C0]                                                                   (5)

2.2 Initial and boundary conditions
As initial conditions corresponding parameters resulting from steady state

considerations will be chosen. They act as starting values for the transient calculations.

The boundary conditions are based on the assumption that the following parameters are
given as input:

� Power profile along the entire channel (e.g., the local power density terms q(z))
� Channel inlet temperature TBEIN (or enthalpy hBEIN)
� Total and steam mass flow terms GBEIN and GSBEIN and pressure PBEIN at BC entrance and

eventually also outlet (PBAIN)..

� The time-derivative of the system pressure, i.e. of one of the pressure terms at a certain
position (entrance, outlet or outside of the channel). Due to fast pressure wave propagation
it can be assumed that corresponding pressure time-derivatives along all channel nodes
can be taken as identical.

For the steady state (= start) calculation, all three of the above mentioned parameters
(GBEIN, PBEIN and PBAIN) are needed as input in order to adjust the friction coefficients to the
actual flow conditions. In the transient case only two of them are demanded, the third one
(e.g., the channel inlet mass flow) is then the result of the calculation with the coolant channel
model. If simulating large assemblies consisting of a complex web of pipes and branches
(nuclear power plants, test loops etc.) this third parameter can now be used to determine the
flow distribution of the entire mass of a branch into the adjoining pipes, thereby taking
advantage of the fact that the pressure differences along all parallel loops must be equal.

2.3 Constitutive equations
For the exact description of the steady state and transient behaviour of single- or two-

phase fluids there is, besides the conservation eqs., a number of (mostly empirical)
constitutive eqs. needed:

Thermodynamic properties: Saturation temperature TSAT, densities (ρ/, ρ//), enthalpies
(h/, h//) and their derivatives (T SAT

P , ρ/P, ρ//P, h/P, h//P) with respect to the system pressure (P) for
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saturated water and steam and the corresponding values (ρ, h) for subcooled water or
superheated steam (index W and S) together with their partial derivatives (ρT, ρP, hT, hP) with
respect to their independent parameters T and P can be determined by using an adequate
water/steam package [6,7,8].

Single- and two-phase friction factors: They are calculated from corresponding friction
correlations [2].

Drift-flux correlation package: Such an effective package is one of the very important
parts of the presented theory. Thereby a special drift-flux correlation has been chosen which
has been derived at the GRS by SONNENBURG and been taken as a basis for the package
MDSON [9]. The correlation has (for vertical channels) the basic form

vD  =  [(1-C0 α) vSLIM / α ] [(1+CSJ
2) 3/2− (1.5+CSJ

2) CSJ]                                        (6)

with the coefficient

CSJ = 2(1-C0 α) vSLIM / (3C0 α vWLIM)                                                                      (7)

It establishes, together with corresponding correlations for the needed ‘phase
distribution parameter’ C0 = C0(P, zEL/z, dHW, vSLIM, vWLIM, Ed, LGTYPE), the limit velocities
vSLIM and vWLIM, the entrainment fraction Ed and its onset, a connection between the ‘drift
velocity vD’ and the ‘local void fraction α’, the ‘system pressure P’, the ‘cross flow area A’
and the hydraulic diameter dHW with regard to the geometry type (LGTYPE). Considering the
definition eqs. of the applied parameters, then from the drift velocity vD (which is not
dependent on the total mass flow term G) then a relation between GS (and its corresponding
derivative G GS S

( ) /α ∂ ∂α= ) in dependence of α, P and now also G is derived. More details
about these parameters are given in the corresponding references [10,11]. Special care had to
be taken for the determination of the nodal gradients and for the cases that α → 0 or α→ 1.
Besides the cases of vertical up- or downwards, co-, stagnant or even countercurrent two-
phase flow situations (along pipes, rod bundles etc.) the drift-flux correlations must have the
potential to describe also two-phase flow situations through inclined or even horizontal
channels in order to make the theoretical model as generally applicable as possible.

2.4  Spatial discretization of PDE-s of 1-st order
2.4.1 Geometry and nodalization:

For discretization purposes the basic channel (with its NSCT subchannels and total length
zBT=zBA-zBE) has to be subdivided into a number NBT of (not necessarily equidistant) nodes.
Their positions zBE, zBk(k=1,..NBT), elevations zELBE,zELBk, nodal length ∆zBk=zBk-zBk-1, nodal
elevations ∆zELBk=zELBk-zELBk-1, cross flow areas ABk (eventually different at different node
boundaries) or averaged areas over these nodes, ABMk=0.5(ABk+ABk-1) and corresponding
nodal volumes VBMk=∆zELBkABMk can then be assumed to be known by input.

Obviously, the corresponding subchannels (SC-s) are then subdivided too, now into a
number of NCT SC nodes with geometry values being identical with the corresponding BC
values, except, of course, the SC entrance and outlet positions. The SC entrance position zCE
and their function value fCE are either (if situated in the first of these SC-s) identical to the BC
entrance values zBE and fBE or equal to the outlet values of the SC before. The SC outlet
position (zCA) is either limited by BC outlet (zBA) or characterized by the fact that the
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corresponding outlet function value has reached an (upper or lower) limit (f
LIMCA

),
representing then a boiling boundary or mixture level. Such a SC limit function (f

LIMCA
)

follows from the given BC limit values and will, in the case of single-phase flow, be the
saturation temperature TSATCA, and, in the case of two-phase flow mixture, a void fraction of
the value α = 1 or = 0. The SC inlet and outlet positions can move during a transient from one
BC node to another. From their entrance or outlet positions within a BC node (zBNk-1 < zCE <
zBNk at k = NBCE or zBk-1 < zCA < zBk at k = NBCA) the total number of SC nodes (NCT=NBCA-
NBCE) can be ascertained and thus also the corresponding  positions (zNn, zELCE, zELNn at
n=1,..NCT), their lengths (∆zNn=zNn-zNn-1), elevations (∆zELNn =zELNn-zELNn-1), boundary and
mean nodal cross sections (ANn, AMn= 0.5(ANn-1+ANn)) and nodal volumes (VMn=∆zNnAMn).

2.4.2 Discretization:

Applying a finite volume method for the integration of the partial differential eqs.
(PDE) over each SC node yields finally a set of NCT non-linear  (ODE-s) of first order (for
each PDE and each SC) which have to be solved in an appropriate way by using adequate
time-integration procedures (See, e.g., the FEBE integration routine based on a method
explained in [5]). A speciality of the finite volume approach chosen for this problem is that at
transient situations, different to other such procedures (see e.g. [12]), the volume boundaries
or (in the case of an 1-dimensional channel representation) the entrance and outlet boundaries
of a SC must be assumed to be time-dependent. They can and will move from one BC node to
another with the consequence that ∆zNn →  0.

By integrating the PDE-s which represent the conservation eqs. for mass, energy and
momentum over a SC node three types of discretization elements can be expected. The
elements with respect to the integration over functions f(z,t) or gradients of them yield nodal
mean values or values at node boundaries. The integration over a time-derivative (with time-
dependent node boundaries) yields a general relation consisting of time-derivatives of SC
boundaries.

[ ] [ ]t(f)t(f)t(zt(f)t(f)t(z)t(f)t(zdz)t,z(f
t 1NnMn1NnMnNnNnMnNn

)t(z

)t(z

Nn

1Nn

−−

•••
−−−−∆=

∂
∂

�
−

  (8)

2.5 The quadratic polygon approximation procedure PAX
Applying a finite volume element method for the spatial discretization of PDE-s of 1-st

order it follows from the three above mentioned types of discretization elements that
appropriate methods will have to be developed which can help to establish relations between
the mean nodal (fMn) and the node boundary (fNn) function values. For this purpose a special
quadratic polygon approximation procedure, named 'PAX', has been developed, describing
the local solution function f(z) of a PDE along each node n of a SC by a polygon of the form

fn (z) = fNn-1 + aNn (z -zNn-1) + bNn (z -zNn-1)
2       at  zNn-1 <z < zNn                (n=1, .NCT)     (9)

i.e., (at least for the 1-st NCT-1 nodes) by a quadratic function with the two approximation
coefficients aNn and bNn and the function value fNn-1 at the entrance zNn-1 of each node. For the
last node (n=NCT) and thus also for the special case of a SC having shrunk to a single node
(n=NCT=1) the approximation function has to be replaced by a straight line between node
entrance and outlet (setting bNn = 0 in the eq. above).

As a consequence then also the following nodal functions are given:
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� Function value at node outlet
fNn = fNn-1 + aNn∆zNn + bNn∆zNn

2                                                            (n=1, .NCT)     (10)

� Mean nodal function value over node n
fMn = fNn-1 + 0.5 aNn∆zNn + bNn∆zNn

2 /3                                                 (n=1, .NCT)     (11)

� Gradient of a function at the positions zCE and zNn :
f CE

z( ) = aNn   or  = f CEI
z( )                                             (n=NCT, NCT =1, zCA > 0 or ≈ 0)  (12)

f Nn
z( ) = aNn+ 2 bNn ∆zNn                                             (n=1,.NCT, NCT >1)                       (13)

Usually, only the SC entrance and outlet values fCE
z( )  and fCA

z( ) = fNn
z( ) (at n=NCT) are of

interest. If, in the transient case, a new SC is created or an existing SC is disappearing (i.e.,
zCA ≈ zCE or ∆zCA ≈ 0 at n=NCT=1), the entrance gradient fCE

z( ) = f CEI
z( )  has then to be known from

input. (Calculated, for example, by combining the mass and energy balance eqs.(1) and (2),
yielding a relation similar as presented later-on in the eqs. (26) or (33), considering thereby
that the other SC entrance terms, e.g. time-derivatives, are known from input).

� Slope of function along node n:
f Nn

s( ) = (fNn- fNn-1)/∆zNn   =aNn+bNn ∆zNn        →   f Nn
z( ) ~ f Nn

z
−1

( )   if  ∆zNn →  0    (n=1,.NCT)   (14)

f Mn
s( ) =2(fMn- fNn-1)/∆zNn =aNn+2bNn∆zNn/3  →   f Nn

z( ) ~ f Nn
z

−1
( )  if  ∆zNn →  0     (n=1,.NCT)   (15)

The determination of the approximation coefficients aNn and bNn will be based on 2 facts:

� The mean nodal function values fMn over all the SC nodes  have to be preserved
(otherwise the balance eqs. could be hurt)

� The gradients at the first NCT-1 node outlets should be set equal to the slopes between
their neighbouring mean values, i.e.,

f Nn
z( ) = f CEI

z( ) (input)  or = aNn+1                      (n=1,    NCT =1 or >1 and ∆zNn ≈ 0)

      = (fCA- fNn-2)/(∆zCA+∆zNn-1)               (n=NCT, NCT >1          and ∆zCA ≈ 0)

      = f Nn
s( ) = f Mn

s( )
                                           (n=NCT,  NCT=1 or >1 and ∆zCA > 0)

      = 2(fMn+1 - fMn)/(∆zNn+1+∆zNn)            (n=1,.NCT-1, NCT >1)                              (16)

This last assumption helps to smooth the approximation curve and guaranties that the
gradients at the upper or lower SC boundaries show no abrupt change if these boundaries
cross a  BC node.

For the determination of the wanted approximation coefficients it has, additionally,
taken into account that according to the steady state or transient situation two different sets of
input data are available. These can, besides the SC entrance function, be either nodal
boundary or nodal mean function values.

Steady state case:

Starting from the steady state part of the basic eqs. and integrating these eqs. over the
node length ∆zNn one gets a set of NCT non-linear algebraic eqs. Its solution yields the function
values fNn positioned at the (known) node boundaries zNn (n=1,.NCT). Together with the SC
entrance function fCE (at position zCE) the approximation coefficients aNn and bNn can then be
determined by rearranging the eqs.(10) and (13) in an appropriate way:

aNn = f Nn
z( )  - 2bNn∆zNn = f Nn

s( ) - bNn∆zNn              (n=1,.NCT,  NCT =1 or >1)                (17)
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bNn  = 0                                                            (n=NCT or n=1,.NCT-1 and ∆zNn ≈ 0)

       = (f Mn
s

+1
( ) –f Nn

s( ) )/[∆zNn(1+2∆zNn/(3zNn+1))] (n=1,.NCT-1,NCT>1 and  ∆zNn >0)     (18)

with f Nn
s( )  referring to eq. (14) and f Mn

s
+1

( )  known from a step before.

The nodal mean function values fMn (at n=1,.NCT), needed as starting values for transient
calculations, can then be determined from eq.(11), their corresponding gradients and slopes
from the following eqs.(12)  to (15).

Transient case:

Discretizing now the PDE-s which represent the conservation eqs. (e.g., the eqs.(1) to
(2)) over each SC node and taking, for example, into account the element given in eq.(8)
yields, for each SC, a set of NCT ordinary differential eqs. (ODE-s) for either NCT, if the SC
outlet position is identical with the BC outlet (zCA=zBA), or, if this position lies within the BC
(zCA< zBA), only for NCT-1 mean function values fMn (n=1,.NCT or NCT -1). Instead of the ODE
for the mean function of the last SC node, an ODE for the SC outlet position zCA is then
demanded. These sets will then be combined to an overall set of ODE-s for the entire BC.
Applying an appropriate integration procedure (see, e.g., FEBE [5]) for the overall set of
ODE-s, corresponding BC and thus also SC function values fBMn and fMn over these nodes and
(if zCA< zBA) the SC outlet position zCA will result.

These values are then, together with the known SC entrance parameters, the starting
parameters for the transient part of the PAX procedure. After rearranging for both cases (NCT
> 1 or = 1) the eqs.(10) and (11) or (16) in an appropriate way it follows

aNn   = f Nn
z( )  - 2 bNn ∆zNn = f Mn

s( ) - 2bNn ∆zNn /3   (n=1,.NCT)                                        (19)

bNn   = 0                                                           (n=NCT,  NCT =1 or > 1 or ∆zNn ≈ 0)

        = 0.75 (f Nn
z( ) - f Mn

s( ) ) / ∆zNn                         (n=1,..NCT-1,NCT>1 and ∆zNn > 0)   (20)

If the SC outlet is moving within the BC (zCA< zBA) the corresponding outlet function is
equal to its limit value (fCA=fLIMCA), its mean nodal function value (fMn) then given by

fMn   = 0.5(fLIMCA+fNn-1)                                   (n=NCT, and zCA< zBA)                      (21)

and its time-derivative by
•
f Mn=0.5(

•
f LIMCA+ f

•

Nn-1)                                (n= NCT and zCA< zBA)                      (22)

if setting                                                                                                                                (23)
•
f Nn-1=

•
f CE or =(fNn-1- fNn-1B)/(t-tB) at n= NCT(NCT=1 or >1) with 

•
f Nn-1=

•
f Nn-1B at t=tB

Finally, based on the eqs. above, the subroutine CCMPAX could be established. It plays
an important role for the construction of an effective coolant channel module by calculating
automatically the nodal mean or nodal boundary values, their gradients and slopes at SC
entrance and outlet and yields finally the needed input values characterising the entrance of
the subsequent SC.

Before incorporating the subroutine into the overall coolant channel module the validity
of the presented PAX procedure has been thoroughly tested on different characteristic cases
using a special driver code (PAXDRI). Both at steady state or transient situations the curves
should be (and are) identical (See e.g. [13]). Tthe PAX procedure should also show
reasonable behaviour for different outstanding situations, e.g., if NCT= 1, SC entrance and
outlet boundaries being in the vicinity of BC node boundaries or even crossing them.
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2.6 Nodal heat power terms along a BC (Boundary condition)
Besides the perturbation parameters at BC entrance it can be expected that (after the

nodalization) as further boundary condition the nodal heat power terms QBMk (k=1,NBT) (and
the power density term qBE at BC entrance) are given as input (by solving in an own heat
transfer module the Fourier heat transfer eq.). Assuming linear behaviour of the local power
density terms within a BC node allows then to determine the nodal SC mean and boundary
power density terms qMn and qNn and nodal SC power terms QMn

qMn  = 0.5(qNn+qNn-1)=QMn /VMn = qNn-1+0.5∆zNn(qBNk- qBNk-1)/ ∆zBNk    (n=1,...NCT )     (24)

3 STEADY STATE AND TRANSIENT BEHAVIOUR OF SINGLE- AND TWO -
PHASE FLUIDS

Starting from the basic PDE-s (valid for both single- and two-phase situations) and
applying the above presented discretization procedure yields finally for the transient case a set
of non-linear ordinary differential eqs. (ODE -s) of 1-st order or, by setting there the time-
derivatives equal to zero, corresponding steady state parameters needed as starting values for
the transient case. The resulting set describes (together with their constitutive eqs.) the
thermal-hydraulic behaviour of characteristic parameters of both single- (subcooled water or
superheated steam) and two-phase fluids. As already pointed out the resulting relations have
to be derived under the aspect that they stay also valid for stagnant or counterflow conditions
and that, because of varying SC boundaries, the possibility of ∆zNn →  0 is covered too.

The steady state eqs. follow then from the transient ones by setting there the time-
derivatives equal to 0.

3.1 Single-phase flow
Total mass flow at SC node boundaries:

GNn=GNn-1-VMn[ T
Mnρ T

•

Mn+ P
Mnρ P

•

SYS]+(ρNn- ρMn)ANn Nnz
•

+(ρMn- ρNn-1)ANn-1 z Nn

•

−1    (25)

Mean nodal coolant temperature time-derivative:
•
T Mn=(qMn-GNn-1h Nn

s( ) /AMn+qPn+qZn)/(ρMn
T
Mnh CTMn)(n=1,.NCTorNCT-1if zCA=or<zBA)(26)

→ T
•

CE= T
•

SATCE or = T
•

BE if zNn → zCE (zCE > or = zBE) and T
•

BE=[ΤΒΕ(t+∆t)/∆t] or =T
•

BEB

 with the corresponding coefficients

CTMn= 1- T
Mnρ (hNn-hMn) /(ρMn T

Mnh ) (27)

qPn    = [1- ρMnh P
Mn +ρ P

Mn ( hNn- hMn) ] P
•

SYS (28)

qZn   = ρMn(h Nn
s( ) -h Mn

s( ) )
•
z Nn ANn /AMn +[ρNn-1h Nn

s( ) -ρMn(h Nn
s( ) -h Mn

s( ) )] 
•
z Nn-1 ANn-1/AMn ] (29)

3.2 Two-phase flow
Total mass flow at SC node boundaries:

GNn=GNn-1+VMn (ρ/ - ρ//)Mn (α
•

Mn- α
•

GPn - α
•

Zn )                        (n = 1,...NCT)             (30)

with contributions from the time-varying system pressure and from moving SC
entrance and outlet boundaries
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α
•

GPn = [(1-α)ρ/P+ αρ//P]Mn P
•

SYS / (ρ/ -ρ//)Mn (31)

α
•

Zn   = [(α Nn
s( )

Nn-α Mn
s( ) ) ANn z Nn

•
+ α Mn

s( ) ANn-1 z Nn

•

−1 ]/AMn (32)

Mean nodal void fraction time-derivatives:

α
•

Mn = (qMn/hSWMn-G SNn
s( ) /AMn)/ρ//

Mn-α
•

Pn + α
•

Zn  (n=1,.NCT or NCT-1 if zCA= or <zBA) (33)

  with G SNn
s( ) = ∆GSNn/∆zNn →  G SNn

( )α α Nn
z( )

       if  ∆zNn → 0

  and α
•

Mn → α
•

CE=0 or =α
•

BE if  zNn → zCE > or = zBE with α
•

BE=[αΒΕ(t+∆t)/∆t]  or =α
•

BEB

and the corresponding parameter
•
αPn = P

•

SYS [(1-α)ρ/h/P + α(ρ//h//P+ ρ//PhSW)-1]Mn /(ρ//hSW)Mn           if ∆zNn → 0      (34)

After an integration procedure the mean  nodal void fraction values αMn and, finally, by
applying the PAX procedure the corresponding values α

Nn
, their gradients αNn

z( )  and thus, if
considering eq.(22), their time-derivatives at their node boundaries can be determined.

Nodal total and steam mass flow:

Eliminating in the eqs. (7) and (15) the mean nodal void fraction time-derivative a direct
relation between the terms GSNn and GNn  can be established

(ρ///ρ/)Mn GNn + (1- ρ///ρ/)Mn GSNn = GXn →  GNn = GSNn  if αNn → 1   (n = 1,...NCT)  (35)

introducing thereby an auxiliary term GXn which refers only to values from node entrance

GXn = (ρ///ρ/)MnGNn-1+(1- ρ///ρ/)Mn [ GSNn-1+QMn/hSWMn - VMnρ//
Mn(α

•

Pn +α
•

GPn)] (36)

The wanted total mass flow GNn can then be derived by eliminating in the eqs.(33) and (7) the
term GSNn

GNn= [GXn - (1- ρ///ρ/)MnCGSNn ANn vDNnρ/
Nn/ C0 Nn]/[ (ρ///ρ/)Mn+(1-ρ///ρ/)MnCGSNn] (37)

The needed drift velocity vDNn and phase distribution parameter C0Nn can be determined
from the drift-flux correlation and this independently from the total mass flow GNn, i.e.,
before knowing GNn. From mass conservation considerations it is obvious that only the total
and steam mass flow terms GBE and GSBE stay unchanged at the entrance to a new BC (being
equal to the corresponding parameter at the outlet of the BC before), not the entrance void
fraction αΒΕ. This term (αΒΕ) has then to be calculated from the given total and steam mass
flow terms at BC entrance by applying the inverse drift flux correlation.

3.3 Single- and two-phase SC boundaries
If the nodal SC function value does not reach its limit value within the BC one gets the

trivial result zCA=zBA and (dzNn/dt)=0. The time-derivative of the mean function of the last SC
node follows then from the eqs.(26) or (33).

If on the other hand the boiling boundary or mixture level move within the BC it has to
be taken into account that the mean function value fMn over this last node (and thus also its
time-derivative) are given by the eq.(22). Inserting this term into the eqs.(26) or (33) it yields
then the needed ODE for the movement of the SC outlet position zCA.

SC with single-phase flow:
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•
z CA=2(AMn/ACA)(GNn-1h CA

s( ) /AMn-qMn-

qPn+CTMnρMn
T
Mnh

•
TMn)/(�ρMnh CA

s( ) )(n=NCT,zCA<zBA) (38)  

SC with two-phase flow:
•
z CA=2(AMn/ACA)[(G SNn

s( ) /AMn-qMn/hSWMn)/ρ //
Mn +

•
αPn−

•
αNn-1]/α CA

s( )   (n=NCT,zCA<zBA) (39)

3.4 Single and two-phase nodal pressure differences:
Discretizing the momentum balance eq. yields (for both single- or two-phase flow

situations)  a relation for the pressure difference ∆PNn along a SC node n

     ∆PNn=PNn-PNn-1=∆PGNn−∆PSNn−∆PANn−∆PXNn−[1+(fFMP0−1)εDP]∆PFNn−∆PFADD∆zNn/(zBA−zBE)
                                                                                             (n = 1,. NCT)                              (40)

with contributions from external perturbations (∆PXNn), static head(∆PSNn), mass
acceleration (∆PANn), wall friction (∆PFNn) and (in the transient case also) pressure difference
terms  (∆PGNn) resulting from changes in the nodal mass flow situation. Since it can not be
expected that all of the actual pressure difference terms along a coolant channel can be
expressed in a satisfactory manner by sole analytical expressions it seemed to be reasonable to
extend the original formula with corresponding normalization terms. This can be done by
either adding to the formula above an additive term (index ADD) or provide the contributions
from friction by a multiplicative friction term fFMP0. Which of them should prevail can be
governed from outside by an input parameter εDP. For more details see [2,4].

The pressure increase ∆PBA being built-up along the entire BC is given by the sum over
all these nodal values of all SC-s. Then also the pressure terms PBE and PBA at BC entrance and
outlet are also fixed (in dependence of their boundary values).

4 COOLANT CHANNEL MODULE CCM

Based on the theory derived above, a number of corresponding routines have been
developed which in turn can be used as an element for other comprehensive computer codes.
They are comprised in the package CCM, containing all routines which are needed to describe
in a very compact way the steady-state and transient thermal-hydraulic behaviour of the most
characteristic parameters of a (basic) coolant channel with single- and two-phase fluids.

Thereby CCM combines automatically different SC types to a unique system so that,
according to the given input data set, the user does not need to take any special actions. The
different SC-s change automatically from one SC type to another, i.e. two-phase flow follows
single-phase flow and vice versa, SC-s can be created or can disappear. The new SC boundary
conditions are either identical to the entrance conditions of the BC or equal to the outlet
conditions of the SC before.

5 CODE VERIFICATION AND TEST EXAMPLE

The presented coolant channel model (and module CCM) have been derived as a
generalization of very special and restricted coolant channel elements being applied within the
digital code UTSG-2 [2,4]. The new advanced UTSG version (UTSG-3) has been established,
replacing thereby 3 characteristic channel elements of the UTSG code by adequate CCM
modules. The primary and secondary part of the heat exchange region and the riser/separator
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region are distinguished then by their key numbers (KEYBC= 1, 2 or 3). Before taking
advantage of the extended field of applications of this new code version, the widely applied
and very mature code UTSG-2 has been taken as a basis for the check of the validity of this
advanced UTSG version (and thus also of the there applied coolant channel module CCM) by
post-calculating already existing characteristic UTSG-2 calculations (by taking them as
benchmarks). Thereby the test cases have been chosen solely with the aim to test the module
CCM at very extreme situations. The corresponding calculations had then obviously to be
based on the same input data set, despite of the fact that in the meanwhile the philosophy
about the balance-of-plant (BOC) actions in a NPP could have changed in some details.

In the meantime a number of such UTSG-3 stand-alone calculations have been
performed and showed very satisfactory results. (In [4] the case of a ‘station blackout with
turbine trip and reactor scram’ will be presented and compared to corresponding UTSG-2
calculations  [14,15]).

Here, as a test example, the results of an UTSG-3 stand-alone calculation will be
discussed, postcalculating the case ‘loss of main feedwater (but availability of the auxiliary
and emergency feedwater systems) at nominal conditions of a PWR NPP with subsequent
turbine trip but failure in the reactor control rod drive, i.e., an ATWS (‘anticipating transients
without scram’) situation’. (The similar case but now with reactor scram has been presented in
[13]). The here chosen special case describes the onset of superheating in the riser and, later-
on, in the HEX region and has already very early been subject of a UTSG-2 study at the GRS
([16,17]). Here only a rough discussion of the transient behaviour of the resulting most
characteristic parameters, plotted in the figs. 1A-1H, can be given.

As initiation events it will be assumed :

� Switch-off of all 2 (plus 1 reserve) main feedwater pumps (fig.1A) at 25 s which can be
caused by malfunction in the signal logic circuit.

� Turbine trip (TUTRI) caused by the primary pressure (fig.2B) exceeding 16.7 MPa but
failure in the reactor control rod drive.

From the previous UTSG-2 calculation the parameters describing the entire plant
behaviour together with the corresponding BOP system had to be taken as additional
perturbation signals. These are:

� The transient behaviour of the primary system pressure (fig.1B), primary water mass flow
(fig.1C) and primary inlet temperature (fig.1D).

� The total steam mass flow (fig.1A) being removed by the main steam system. This
parameter is the result of different BOP actions such as power control, turbine trip,
maximum pressure control and partial cool-down procedure.

As a consequence of all these perturbations the UTSG-3 calculation yields:

� The abrupt coast-down of the feedwater pumps creates (when the feedwater has decreased
to 5 % of its nominal value) the signal ‘low feedwater flow’ which in turn causes signals
for a controlled decrease in reactor power limiting it to 45 % of its nominal power
(RELEB, fig.1E). The turbine trip (at 29 s) leads to a corresponding very steep increase in
secondary system pressure (fig.1B) (and saturation temperature, fig.1D) and thus to the
initiation of maximum pressure control with a reduction in steam mass flow (fig.1A) by
the turbine-control valve. Finally, after the secondary system pressure having reached 8.6
MPa, a partial cool-down procedure is started with a corresponding action on the bypass
valve (Set point pressure curve: Drop to 8.3 MPa and then decrease of saturation
temperature with 100 K/h till 7.5 MPa).
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� Due to the switch-off of the main feedwater pump the DCM mixture temperature at feed
water entrance (fig.1D) becomes equal to the saturation temperature. This temperature
front moves through the DCM with a velocity governed by the natural circulation (fig.1C)
and reaches, with a certain time-delay (of about 8s at the beginning), the HEX entrance,
causing there a reduction in subcooling power (fig.1E) and thus decrease in boiling
boundary (fig.1G). This means, that in the corresponding CCM the SC with subcooled
water disappears, a SC with mixture flow takes over.

� The losses in coolant inventory cause a decrease in  the downcomer water level (fig.1G)
with the consequence that after having reached different marks, additional balance-of-
plant (BOP) actions are initiated.

� Reaching the value of 10.2 m (at about 75 s), auxiliary feedwater pumps are demanded
(starting with a delay of 10 s and a ramp of 20s) and, after further DCM dry-out, at the
mark of 5.0 m, emergency feedwater pumps are added (fig.1A). Thereby it has to be noted
that a part of the injected feedwater acts directly with the steam (and condenses it), the
other part (together with the condensed water) falls at once to the DCM water level, thus
stopping (or at least delaying) the tendency of DCM dry-out (fig.1G).

� The natural circulation flow, characterized by the HEX secondary inlet mass flow
(fig.1C), is responsible for the movement of the enthalpy front along the DCM, for the
amount of boiling in the HEX region, for the transport of water and steam into the riser
and also top plenum and thus for the build-up of the system pressure. This flow depends
on the balance of pressure drop terms along the total secondary circuit. The decreasing
water level causes a decrease in driving force and thus natural circulation. Despite of the
addition of auxiliary and emergency feedwater almost stagnant condition is reached at
about 135 s.

� Due to the fast decreasing natural circulation and thus sub-cooling (fig.1E) and much
slower decrease in heating power (fig.1E), the nodal steam quality values and the
corresponding outlet steam void fraction (fig.1F) increase continuously until they reach
superheating conditions, i.e., the steam mass flow leaves much faster then the total mass
flow the region, i.e., the (HEX and riser) steam qualities reach (for a short time) a value
above 1 (fig.1F).

� The consequence of superheating is that also the riser and very soon afterwards the SG
heat exchange (HEX) region starts to dry-out, the corresponding mixture level (fig.1G)
starts to fall (very fast along the riser region) and the coolant (= steam) temperatures at
riser and HEX region outlet (fig.1D) exceed saturation temperature.

� Before the void fraction value along the HEX region has reached 1 it has to cross the
unstable film boiling region causing a very fast drop in the heat transfer coefficient values
and thus the power terms (fig.1E).

� UTSG calculations have always been accompanied with strong quality control measures.
An important check is the comparison of the actual masses being present at any time in
the HEX, riser, TPL and DCM with masses which should be expected due to the balance
of in- and outgoing masses. Differences can give valuable hints to the quality of the
calculations and thus the validity of the code. (See fig.1H).

Despite of some differences in the two code versions (improvements in UTSG-3 with
respect to the two-phase correlations, treatment of the natural circulation, revised treatment of
DCM dryout, superheating etc.), the calculations showed good agreement with results from
code UTSG-2 . Thus it can be stated that the broad experience with almost 20 years of UTSG
application and the many verification runs with the ATHLET/UTSG-2 code combination can
be transferred directly to this code and the module CCM. (See, for example, the case of a ‘loss
of one out of four main coolant pumps’ within the series of posttest-calculations of start-up
tests of a German PWR NPP [18]).
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6 CONCLUSIONS

The presented model fulfils the aim of the project to construct a reliable module which
is, compared to the existing codes, more flexible, can easier be handled (see the possibility of
an automatic subdivision of a BC into SC-s) and has a much higher potential for further
applications (for example in assemblies with parallel channels).

On hand of its application within the UTSG-3 concept it could be demonstrated that the
presented theoretical drift-flux based thermal-hydraulic coolant channel model and the
resulting module CCM can be a valuable element for the construction of complex assemblies
of pipes and junctions. Simultaneously, it could be build a bridge to the verification status of
the widely used UTSG-2 code. Experiences with other application cases will help to mature
the present CCM module. The method to discretize PDE-s by means of the PAX procedure
can be of general interest for similar projects too.

7 NOMENCLATURE

ANn, AMn Cross sectional area (node boundary, mean value)
C, C0 Dimensionless constant, phase distribution parameter

fNn,fMn, f
•

Mn, ∆fNn
Nodal boundary and mean function value and their time
derivative, nodal difference

G ,GS,GW Total, steam and water mass flow
h, hT, hP Specific enthalpy and their partial derivatives with

respect to temperature and pressure
NBT, NCT Number of basic channel (BC) or subchannel (SC) nodes
P, ∆P=PA-PE Pressure and pressure difference (in flow direction)
Q, qF=qA/U Power (into channel) , local heat flux and power density
T, t Temperature, time
V=A ∆z, v Volume, velocity
X=GS/G Steam quality
z, ∆zNn=zNn-zNn-1 Local variable, SC node length (zNn-1=zCE at n=0)
zBA, zBE, zCA, zCE, BC and SC outlet and entrance positions
α Void fraction or heat transfer coefficient
ρ, ρT, ρP Density and their partial derivatives with respect to

temperature and pressure
∂ Partial derivative
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